BOMB HOAX HITS SCHOOL

Classrooms and Offices Cleared During Search By Police Department

By Ruth Cohen

At 3:30 p.m. yesterday, Mrs. May Mahoney, switchboard operator for The College, received a call on the Number Two trunk. An unknown male at the other end of the wire said, "There's a bomb going off in your place today," and then hung up.

Within five minutes, the Police Department, 13th precinct, located on 22 Street, was alerted. Sergeant Fink, Detective Hyland and five men from Emergency Division Number One arrived on the spot.

The 570 rookie policemen, attending their usual Wednesday afternoon classes at The School, were immediately dispersed to comb the building.

Students, faculty and administrative staff were routed from their classes and offices and were forced to vacate the building immediately.

Fortunately, there was no panic or excitement as all persons left. Some were under the impression that this was a false alarm and stayed in the building in an attempt to return to their classes and offices. This was out of order and resulted in an immediate evacuation.

The extension from the telephones through the vertical emergency trunk in the 10 floor stairway and at 5:45 the wireless signal ordering students to leave was given.

As a precautionary measure, the school police set up their operations in an area near the site of the bomb. Two police stations near Paulus Hall and Rosenfield Theatre were thus designated as headquarters.

On 32 Street, a solid block of buildings covered every entrance, forbidding anyone to enter.

In a statement to the Police Department, Detective Hyland said that there was no possible way in which a bomb could be kept in the building, and that they would keep working on the case.

This was the second bomb scare to occur in a week. Last Thursday, classes at Adelphi College were cleared because of a threatened bomb explosion.

On the scene, too, were representatives of the Associated Press and the Daily Mirror. One of the AP reporters cabled the following on the subject of the anonymous caller by stating that evidently this was not the same person who threatened Adelphi—a person who spoke with a distinct German accent.

Scholarships

The Heineken University Club of New York has a Scholarship Fund for students of Greek descent. Three $500 scholarships are available for the 1956-1957 academic year.

Primary qualifications for student eligibility include: American by birth or naturalization of Greek descent; must have Bishop average or better; does well in the metropolitan area of New York City.

Application forms for these scholarships can be obtained from Professor Harry A. An- thony, Suite 504, 366 Fifth Avenue, New York 1.

All applications must be returned to the same address by May 1.

Blood Drive Date Nears

The Student Council semi-annual Blood Bank Drive will take place Tuesday, April 11 on the 9th floor. All students over 18 years of age are eligible to be donors. Those under 21 must supply written consent by their parents. Donors will receive free milk and hot dogs donated by the Yarskey Sweet Shop. Applications are available at the 9th floor dorms.

Any student or member of the faculty or administrative staff may draw blood for himself or his immediate family in times of emergency.

BGS Elects Wagner; 44 Students Chosen

Mayor Robert F. Wagner and a total of 44 Baruchians have been elected to the Board of Directors of the Baruch School of Business and Public Administration—City College of New York XXVI—No. 9 to student organizations.

The resolution on desegregation, passed at the University of Michigan, decided to uphold President Steve Mann on his decision. He rejected the Attorney General's motion to be "out of order." The Desegregation resolution was mandatory upon SC to undo its effects. The resolution was said to be "in order," but rather as a result of the action of the Baruch School of Business and Public Administration—City College of New York.

Mayor Wagner will have an opportunity to discuss the resolution at its meeting tomorrow.

Student Directory

SC Vice-President Ida Raucher has urged all students to give permission, at registration times, to have their names listed in the student directory to be published in the Fall. The Directory, which will include the names, addresses, phone numbers and fields of specialization, will be sold for 50¢ a copy. Co-Chairmen of the Directory Committee are Evelyn Parker and Phyllis Zlotogura.

Three $500 scholarships are available at the 9th floor. Norman James Pentecost, John Nigri, Dr. Rose Hoffman, Richard Hynes, Martha Kata and William Kingsee.


Mayor Wagner

Mayor Wagner will not vote on the resolution regarding the Student Council's decision to uphold President Steve Mann's decision to reject the Attorney General's motion to be "out of order." The Desegregation resolution was mandatory upon the Student Council to undo its effects. The resolution was said to be "in order," but rather as a result of the action of the Baruch School of Business and Public Administration—City College of New York.

The resolution on desegregation was said to be "out of order." The Desegregation resolution was mandatory upon the Student Council to undo its effects. The resolution was said to be "in order," but rather as a result of the action of the Baruch School of Business and Public Administration—City College of New York.

The resolution on desegregation was passed at the University of Michigan, decided to uphold President Steve Mann on his decision. He rejected the Attorney General's motion to be "out of order." The Desegregation resolution was mandatory upon the Student Council to undo its effects. The resolution was said to be "in order," but rather as a result of the action of the Baruch School of Business and Public Administration—City College of New York.
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Teacher Group Meeting To Discuss Resolutions On Faculty Dismissals

Representatives of the American Association of University Professors this week to discuss several resolutions on ground that he has released or suspended their present membership in the association.

The report states that the association's resolution on faculty dismissals was adopted by its executive board by a vote of 21 to 1 in favor of the resolution.

In addition, the association's resolution on faculty dismissals requires that any professor be protected from action by the institution's faculty council.

The report states that the association's resolution on faculty dismissals requires that any professor be protected from action by the institution's faculty council.

Letter To The Editor

Representative Discussion

In answer to the letter in the March 19 issue of "The Week" by Mr. S. L. J. in which he discusses the problem of the use of animals in experiments, I would like to express my disagreement with his point of view.

In my opinion, the use of animals in experiments is necessary for the advancement of medical knowledge and the development of new treatments for diseases.

Furthermore, I believe that the use of animals in experiments is ethical and justifiable, as long as the animals are treated humanely and with respect.

I would like to challenge Mr. S. L. J. to provide evidence to support his claim that the use of animals in experiments is unnecessary or unethical.

I believe that the use of animals in experiments is a justifiable practice that has contributed significantly to the advancement of medical knowledge and the development of new treatments for diseases.

Letters To The Editor

Letters to the Editor are subject to editing and may be published in any medium.

Letters should be brief, concise, and to the point. They should not exceed 250 words.

Letters should be submitted in writing, typed or printed, and addressed to the Editor.

Letters should include the writer's name, address, and telephone number.

Letters will not be returned unless a self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed.

Letters which are not signed will not be published.

Letters will be published at the discretion of the Editor.

Letters should be submitted by Friday at 5pm for inclusion in the following week's issue.

Letters submitted for publication must be original work and not previously published.

Letters submitted for publication must be submitted by Friday at 5pm for inclusion in the following week's issue.
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Pawn Pushers Slate Tourney

Applications are now being accepted for the Chess Club's annual national School-wide Tournament which will be held Thursdays, starting April 19, from 12:30. The tournament will be run on an elimination basis, with three divisions - master, veteran and novice. Winners and runners-ups, in each division, will be awarded medals.

Students who wish to enter must sign up on the bulletin board in Lounge E. Signifying the division they prefer. Applications will be accepted through Friday, April 12.

The Chess Club is also sponsoring a three-board elimination Inter-Fraternity Council Chess Tournament. Further information on the two events may be obtained from Howie Eckstein.

IMB Announces Plans For Rest of Semester

Commencing today, the Intra-Mural Board has outlined a list of activities for the month of April which will appeal to male and female students alike.

The IMB schedule this month - which begins on the 12th and will continue through April 28 - features a number of events designed to entertain the student body, ranging from sporty to cultural.

On April 12, there will be a "Women's Play Day." Coeds are urged to attend this activity, since it is a rarity for them to obtain the use of Hansen Hall. The last time "Play Day" was offered, it was a big success. This was partially due, it is believed, to the fact that coeds were offered make-up credit for attendance in their regular gym classes.

At 12 also, in the pool, there will be a men's swimming meet. Relay distance races between individuals or clubs are featured.

Bowling applications for teams may be obtained in the IMB office, 610A.

On April 26, IMB will offer a coed event, "Sadie Hawkins Day." Couples are urged to sign up now in order to participate in the events.

Activities slated consist of square dancing, musical chairs, "Feed the Baby," relay races, etc.

The baseball team's next game is Saturday at Lewishon Stadium against the Alumni.

Baseball

The City College baseball team's first game of the season, which was scheduled for last Saturday against Wagner College at the Wagner diamond, was called off because of unseasonable weather conditions. The contest has not been rescheduled.

The Beaver nine will, therefore, open its season Saturday against St. John's at Fort Park, Queens, at 2.

pawn Pushers

Stickmen Lose Opener

New Hampshire Rumps

The City College baseball team opened its season, March 30, with a loss to New Hampshire, 7-2. Ronnie Riffle, captain of the team, was absent from the fray and will be absent for the remainder of the campaign.

Riffle, the City College goalie, feared his collarbone and will not be able to play. Mike Cashman played goalie in the New Hampshire contest.

"The New Hampshire team said coach Leon Miller, "is very, very good. They just outplayed us. We ran into a little bad luck, but even so, I think we just too good for us."

City also lost the services of Lenny Fagan who fractured his thumb. Fagan is still awaiting reports of the thumb which will tell if it is broken or not.

City's scoring in the New Hampshire contest was done by Stan Nessin and Morris Hochman.

City also played a practice game over the weekend with the New York State Police. The City, however, were not allowed to participate in this contest the same as the N.Y.S.P. had the opposition. The teams proved to be evenly matched.

Coach Miller had this to say about the team: "We have a very thin bench. We have some similar situations in the past; nothing this bad. The team is improving, but we face a hard schedule."

The lacrosse team's next game is Saturday at Lewishon Stadium against the Alumni.
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Planning your summer weekends yet? Here's an idea

A recent college grad is organizing a camp for college to serve as an informal meeting place and educational resource center in upstate New York. A variety of social and cultural activities are planned. For further information write to David Woodruff, 1969 Prospect Place, Brooklyn 33.

Please indicate if inquiry is for a group.
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